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Abstract 

The Selection during Niche AdaPtation (SNAP) hypothesis aims to explain how the 

gene order in bacterial chromosomes can change as the result of bacteria adapting to a 

new environment. It starts with a duplication of a chromosomal segment that includes 

some genes providing a fitness advantage. The duplication of these genes is preserved 

by positive selection. However, the rest of the duplicated segment accumulates 

mutations, including deletions. This results in a rearranged gene order. In this work, we 

develop a method to identify SNAP in bacterial chromosomes. The method was tested 

in Salmonella and Bartonella genomes. First, each gene was assigned an orthologous 

group (OG). For each genus, single-copy panorthologs (SCPos), the OGs that were 

present in most of the genomes as one copy, were targeted. If these SCPos were present 

twice or more in a genome, they were used to build duplicated regions within said 

genome. The resulting regions were visualized and their possible compatibility with the 

SNAP hypothesis was discussed. Even though the method proved to be effective on 

Bartonella genomes, it was less efficient on Salmonella. In addition, no strong evidence 

of SNAP was detected in Salmonella genomes. 

  



  



The adaptability of bacteria 

Popular Science Summary 

Marina Mota Merlo 

Every living being, from humans to bacteria, depends on its ability to adapt. Imagine 

you agree to participate in a TV program with two rounds. In the first round, you have 

to cook a dish using a very limited set of ingredients. In the second round, you are given 

a wide variety of ingredients, and you have to try to prepare a dish using all of them. 

The idea in both cases is making the most of what you have. Who wouldn’t want to be 

an expert using the limited ingredients from the first round? Who wouldn’t want to be 

fast enough to incorporate all the ingredients from the second? Imagine that you could 

become twice as good at any of the rounds. You would definitely have an advantage 

over the other contestants and maybe you would be even chosen as a winner. 

Bacteria can do this much more efficiently than humans. Parts of their genomes can be 

duplicated just by random chance, which means that they would have twice the original 

dosage of some of their genes. Let’s imagine the function of these genes is related to 

metabolism, i.e., the way cells —and therefore bacteria— process nutrients, similar to 

how ingredients are cooked when following a recipe. If there is a limited set of nutrients 

in their environment, and the genes involved in the processing (“cooking”) of these 

nutrients are present twice, then the bacterium with the duplication will be more 

efficient than others, and therefore it will “win” over other bacteria. The bacterium will 

divide and divide and eventually there will be more clones of itself carrying the 

duplication. For a nutrient-rich environment, the same would apply, but effectiveness 

would be more important than efficiency. Following the contest analogy, the participant 

who could cook faster, and therefore include all the ingredients, would win in this case. 

During the contest, the participant also learnt irrelevant information, such as the 

birthdays of the members of the jury. In this case, the contestant would most likely 

forget these facts. The same happens for bacteria, since some genes in the duplication 

do not really confer an advantage. In this case, the genes would eventually be lost, just 

like the memories of the birthday dates. In fact, this process follows a similar logic as 

remembering: only the relevant parts are retained. And, much like entangled memories, 

because some genes are kept and other are lost, this results in a new, rearranged order of 

genes. The name of the full process is SNAP (Selection during Niche AdaPtation), since 

it describes how bacteria adapt to new environments that are either harsh or nutrient-

rich, each one represented by a round of the contest. The purpose of this work was to 

develop a method able to find evidence of SNAP in bacteria. 
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1. Introduction 

Many of the processes that can be affected by genome organization in bacteria are 

integral to the proper functioning of the cell, such as replication and transcription 

(Touchon & Rocha, 2016). In particular, replication is the key factor structuring the 

chromosome. For example, its interplay with gene expression results in an 

overabundance of genes in the leading strand (Rocha, 2008). Another example of this is 

how gene order affects levels of expression, with genes placed closer to the origin of 

replication having the highest levels of expression (Touchon & Rocha, 2016). 

Regarding transcription, the concatenation of operons allows for their co-regulation 

(Brandis & Hughes, 2020). This means that genes involved in the same metabolic 

pathway will be placed near each other in the chromosome. There are plenty of other 

factors shaping the genome. For example, genetic transfer is one of the main forces 

driving the expansion of gene families (Oliveira et al., 2017). The interaction of all 

these processes with the chromosome drives the evolution of genome organization. As a 

result, gene order is optimal when it is consistent with the effects of these processes, i.e. 

when highly expressed genes are placed near the origin of replication, and suboptimal 

otherwise. Therefore, the organization of genomes is under strong selection (Touchon & 

Rocha, 2016). In general terms, this selection tends to prevent change (negative 

selection), since most mutations are deleterious, more so when they affect a large 

segment of the chromosome (Loewe & Hill, 2010, Ellington et al., 2017). However, 

despite this, bacterial gene order is not conserved over long evolutionary timescales 

(Mushegian & Koonin, 1996, Brandis & Hughes, 2020). 

Bacterial genomes are very dynamic, since they experience high rates of mutations, 

rearrangements and HGT (Touchon & Rocha, 2016). Different kinds of mutations, such 

as inversions, transpositions and duplications, can lead to changes in gene order 

(Noureen et al., 2019). Several models have been proposed to explain how a duplication 

can lead to the evolution of a new gene (Bergthorsson et al., 2007, Näsvall et al., 2012). 

While Ohno’s dilemma, the contradiction between conservation and diversification of 

duplicates, arises from the attempt to explain how a duplication that is maintained by 

selection can lead to the genesis of new functions (Bergthorsson et al., 2007), 

Innovation, Amplification and Divergence (IAD) is a model where the new function 

appears prior to the duplication, since some genes have several different activities at low 

levels that can eventually evolve into distinct functions (Näsvall et al., 2012). However, 

the impact of duplications on bacterial genome organization is not limited to the gene 

level; large-scale duplications can result in chromosomal rearrangements (Brandis & 

Hughes, 2020). These duplications, regardless of their scale, can play a role in 

environmental adaptation (Bratlie et al., 2010, Brandis & Hughes, 2020). 
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Figure 1: Depiction of the main steps of the SNAP hypothesis. The gene labelled in green is under positive 

selection, since its duplication confers a fitness advantage. In contrast, the rest are either selected against or 

under the effect of drift, meaning that either their duplication is deleterious or it does not confer a fitness 

advantage. 

It is in this context where Selection during Niche AdaPtation (SNAP) comes in. It 

explains gene order evolution when bacteria adapt to a new environment. SNAP (Figure 

1) starts with the duplication of a chromosome segment. Although duplications are 

highly unstable, positive selection may preserve some parts of the duplicated segment 

because doubling the dosage of certain genes can confer a fitness advantage to the 

bacterium in the new environment (Brandis & Hughes, 2020). There are two possible 

explanations for this. One of them is that the environment is suboptimal, and the 

duplicated genes encode functions such as transport or antibiotic resistance or, in the 

case of host adaptation, virulence factors. Another possible scenario is that the 

environment is nutrient-rich, which allows for faster bacterial growth. In this case, the 

positively-selected genes will be the ones contributing to growth (Brandis & Hughes, 

2020). Even though some parts of the duplication are kept because of selection, others 

do not confer a fitness advantage. Therefore, they are inactivated by mutational events 

such as deletions shortly after the initial duplication appears. This process might give 

rise to a rearranged gene order going to fixation (Brandis & Hughes, 2020). 

A thorough analysis based on a limited set of genomes revealed a few examples of gene 

order modification likely to be the result of SNAP (Brandis & Hughes, 2020), but a 

high-throughput analysis would allow us to assess how general this model is. In this 

project, available genome sequences (O’Leary et al., 2016) were used to identify and 

analyse fixed duplications in bacterial chromosomes. The SNAP model was tested in 

the human pathogens from the genera Salmonella and Bartonella, both of which are 

clonal (Arvand et al., 2010, Hershberg & Petrov, 2010). Natural selection is relaxed in 

species that evolve clonally (Hershberg & Petrov, 2010), which means that, if a 
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mutation, i.e. a duplication, appears in the genome, it is less likely to be removed by 

negative selection. This makes these genera particularly suited to be tested for SNAP. 

The Salmonella genus encompasses different species that range from S. bongori, which 

infects mainly cold-blooded animals, to Salmonella enterica, which can cause different 

diseases in humans depending of the subspecies (Bäumler & Fang, 2013, Wang et al., 

2019). Among the S. enterica serotypes, some of them are generalists that infect a wide 

variety of animals, but others, such as S. enterica serovar Typhi, are specialists, with 

humans as the sole reservoir (Wang et al., 2019). Most of the generalist S. enterica 

serotypes cause gastroenteritis, while the ones with a more restricted host range cause 

disseminated septicaemia (Bäumler & Fang, 2013). In turn, Bartonella species are 

emerging human pathogens (Mogollon-Pasapera et al., 2009, Guy et al., 2013). Most of 

the known species were first described in the 20th century, with a few of them being 

first described in the 21st century (Mogollon-Pasapera et al., 2009). For most species, 

the main reservoirs are wild or domestic animals, i.e. coyotes and dogs, respectively. 

However, among Bartonella, there are species with humans as a main reservoir, such as 

B. bacilliformis and B. quintana (Mogollon-Pasapera set al., 2009). Salmonella and 

Bartonella were selected to test the model, since the human host can be considered as a 

niche driving adaptation. This can provide some insight into the processes involved in 

host adaptation. In addition, previous research on Bartonella suggests that one of the 

sequenced Bartonella genomes has undergone SNAP (Guy et al., 2013). Therefore, 

Bartonella genomes can be used as a positive control for the analyses carried out in this 

work.  

The aim of this work is thus to establish a method to find traces of SNAP in bacteria 

using publicly available genomes of Bartonella and Salmonella as a test set. The 

method focuses on detecting candidate duplications that could potentially be the result 

of SNAP. 
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Defining the pipeline 

Figure 2: General pipeline of the project. Most steps where carried out using Python scripts (blue) or R scripts 

(red), while others required specific software (grey). The Python and R scripts were uploaded to a Bitbucket 

repository. 

There were two possible approaches for this project. One of them was to blast every 

genome against itself to identify duplications. However, some of the duplicates might 

not be identical to each other. They can feature genes that, although related, have 

diverged over time. In order to detect this variation, a second option was considered 

(Figure 2). Using this second approach, genes were assigned orthologous groups (OGs), 

categories of proteins with a shared ancestor. This way, two genes that are related would 

be assigned the same OG, and therefore could be identified as duplicates. This approach 

requires running annotation software, eggNOG-mapper and HMMer, to assign an OG to 

each protein. Then, positional information for each protein gene is used to build 

duplicated regions. In addition, the output from this approach can be combined with 

Blast results.  

2.2. Downloading data 

A total of 1108 Salmonella genomes were obtained from NCBI via the FTP directories 

for RefSeq assemblies. 1099 belong to Salmonella enterica and the remaining nine to 

Salmonella bongori. Only complete genomes and assemblies at the chromosome level 

were considered; contigs, plasmids and incomplete entries were disregarded. Both the 

FASTA files containing all the protein sequences per genome and the general feature 

format (GFF) files indicating the location of each CDS were downloaded. A set of 31 

Bartonella genomes belonging to 16 different species was also downloaded (Table 1). 

In this case, contig assemblies were also considered. As for Salmonella, only RefSeq 

sequences were considered. Because there are few available complete Bartonella 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fzbqCCimBrSptXyprQZhaxEF79FKYD_K/view?usp=sharing
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genomes, five of them were contigs instead. The Bartonella dataset contained a positive 

control for SNAP, in the genome of the species B. bacilliformis. Because of this, 

together with the fact that the size of the dataset was smaller, Bartonella genomes were 

used as a test set for the computationally intensive analyses. All the genomes were 

downloaded in November 2020. 

SPECIES NUMBER OF GENOMES 

Bartonella alsatica 1 

Bartonella apis 3 

Bartonella baciliformis 3 

Bartonella birtlesii 1 

Bartonella bovis 1 

Bartonella clarridgeiae 1 

Bartonella doshiae 3 

Bartonella elizabethae 1 

Bartonella grahamii 1 

Bartonella henselae 5 

Bartonella quintana 4 

Bartonella rattimassiliensis 1 

Bartonella schoenbuchensis 1 

Bartonella tribocorum 2 

Bartonella vinsonii 2 

Bartonella washoeensis 1 

Table 1: Number of Bartonella genomes per species in the dataset. 

2.3. Finding OGs 

Orthologous groups (OGs) are categories of proteins with a shared ancestor. In order to 

find the OGs of all proteins in the dataset, eggNOG-mapper was run on a subset of 168 

Salmonella enterica genomes (Table A1). The motivation behind this was to save time 

when running eggNOG-mapper, since using the full dataset would take several weeks. 

The subset was chosen by trying to include as much diversity as possible within the 

dataset. Consequently, different species, subspecies and serotypes were selected. For 

Bartonella, due to the smaller dataset, eggNOG-mapper was run on all genomes. The 

output from eggNOG-mapper includes one OG per taxonomic rank for each protein. For 

Salmonella, the eggNOG OGs were filtered using a Python script to only contain those 

that belonged to Salmonella, Gammaproteobacteria, Proteobacteria, Bacteria and the 

root of the taxonomy, in this order of preference. For Bartonella, the chosen taxonomic 

ranks were Bartonellaceae, Alphaproteobacteria, Proteobacteria and Bacteria. The three 

first taxonomic ranks were chosen so that most proteins would be assigned an OG, with 

Salmonella and Bartonellaceae being chosen as the best taxonomic levels by eggNOG-

mapper. However, the OGs belonging to these taxonomic ranks alone did not cover 

most protein entries. Accordingly, if several OGs were assigned to the same protein, the 
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Salmonella or Bartonellaceae OG was recorded and the rest were not considered; but if 

it was not present, the selected OG would belong to Gammaproteobacteria or 

Alphaproteobacteria, and if the OG for this group was also missing, the Proteobacteria 

OG was taken. If none of these conditions were fulfilled, then Bacteria and the root of 

the taxonomy were considered. The resulting list of OGs was used to gather preliminary 

statistics: the number of times an OG was found in total and the count of each OG per 

genome in the subset. 

For Salmonella, all the proteins in the dataset were then queried against a database made 

up of the output OGs from eggNOG-mapper that belonged to Salmonella, 

Gammaproteobacteria or Proteobacteria using HMMer. For Bartonella, the same was 

done using Bartonellaceae, Alphaproteobacteria and Proteobacteria OGs. In both cases, 

Bacteria OGs were disregarded for further analysis, since the other three taxonomic 

ranks covered most of the protein entries. The output were several OGs per protein, 

along with quality statistics: the e-value of the match, the score and its correction, called 

bias. The best hit per protein was recorded for each genome. The entries with a bias of 

the same order of magnitude as the score of the match were excluded in order to avoid 

false positives. Only the hits with a general e-value below 10-10 were deemed 

statistically significant. Lastly, if the last condition was fulfilled, but the best domain e-

value was high (>0.1), the match was considered dubious and was therefore discarded, 

since this can mean that it is a remote multi-domain homolog or a repetitive sequence 

(Hugoson et al., 2020). The location of each protein in each genome was recorded from 

GFF files simultaneously and entered in the same data table. This included the start, 

end, strand and sequence region, which could be a chromosome, contig or plasmid, 

where the CDS was, as well as the length of said region. If the text ‘RefSeq:’, followed 

by the protein ID, was present in a line of the GFF file, then that line was not used to 

assign a location in order to avoid two different proteins to be assigned the same 

location. The resulting data were then used to compute statistics as described for the 

eggNOG-mapper output: for each OG, its total count and its count per genome. The 

number of missing locations and OGs was also computed, both globally and for each 

genome. 

2.4. Identifying duplicated SCPos 

Single Copy Panorthologs (SCPos) are OGs present as single copy in most of the 

genomes. This means that they are not expected to be duplicated in general terms, but 

they can be either absent or duplicated in a small fraction of the genomes. For 

Salmonella, initially only those OGs that could be found in >90% of the genomes as 

single copy were selected, whereas the chosen threshold for Bartonella was 75%. 

However, Salmonella genomes were re-screened lowering the threshold for SCPos to 

60% in order to find duplications present in a larger fraction of the genomes. Candidate 

SCPos were preselected based on the total count of the OGs using a Python script. Since 

an OG was rarely present more than twice in the same genome, if the total count was 

between 80% and 200% of the size of the dataset, the OG was preselected for further 
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analysis. Subsequently, the OG count per genome was used to determine where the OG 

was present more than once, that is to say, in the form of paralogs. If there were one or 

more genomes fulfilling this condition, the paralog OG was assigned to these genomes 

and used for further analysis; otherwise it was discarded. The result was a series of lists 

containing all the paralogs in each genome. 

2.5. Building duplicated regions 

Based on the output lists of duplicated proteins from the previous step, each genome 

was screened using a Python script to search for pairs of proteins that were placed close 

to each other in the bacterial chromosome. Only proteins belonging to the duplicated 

OGs were considered. Using the location data that was obtained from GFF files, the 

distance between the end of a CDS and the end of the next in each pair was computed. 

The region where the protein was present was also taken into account, i.e., if one of the 

proteins was in the bacterial chromosome and the other was in a plasmid, the distance 

between them was not computed. The same applied to proteins in different contigs. In 

addition, the shape of the genome (circular for a full chromosome and linear for contigs) 

was also considered when calculating the distance between proteins at the start and end 

of the chromosome. For a circular chromosome or a plasmid, two different distances 

were calculated. One of them was the standard end-to-end distance. The other was the 

distance between a protein at the end and a protein at the start of the sequence region, 

flanking the origin of replication. In this case, it was equal to the sum of the difference 

between the length of the chromosome and the end position of the protein that was 

nearest to it plus the distance from the start of the chromosome to the end of the protein 

that was closest to position one. Out of the two final output distances, linear and 

circular, only the smallest one was considered for the pair. If its value was below 150kb, 

the pair was selected for subsequent analysis. 

Then, clusters of proteins were built for each genome based on the aforementioned 

pairs. A particular protein was used as a seed for the cluster and other proteins were 

added sequentially based on their proximity to the seed protein and following the order 

in the genomic region (chromosome or plasmid). This means that the first protein to be 

added to the cluster was closest to the seed considering only end-to-end distances. 

However, proteins in the cluster were reordered taking into account the shape of the 

sequence region (circular or linear). Once they were reordered, a protein could only be 

kept in the cluster if the distance between the end of its CDS to the start of the previous 

CDS in the cluster was below or equal to 10kb. In addition, the maximum distance from 

the first to the last CDS in the cluster was set to 50kb plus 10kb per protein in the 

cluster, excluding the seed. If a cluster was either a subset or an exact copy of another, it 

was deleted. Lastly, only clusters with a length above nine proteins were considered in 

order to remove sets of SCPos that did not represent an actual duplication. These rules 

were applied both to the Bartonella and the Salmonella datasets. However, this step was 

run a second time in Salmonella increasing the distance between genes from 10kb to 

20kb when lowering the threshold for SCPos to 60%. 
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The analysis was first run on Bartonella genomes to ensure that it could successfully 

detect the positive control. Once this condition was met, the code was also run on the 

Salmonella dataset. The output from this step was written to data tables containing the 

name, OG and position of every protein, as well as an index for the duplicated region to 

which it belongs. Another data table was created to indicate both the location of a 

protein in the genome and the position of its duplicate, with the aim to map each protein 

to its copy. The global start and end positions of each duplicated region were also 

recorded, but not used in subsequent analyses. The data were loaded into RStudio and 

visualized with genoPlotR (Guy et al., 2011), using the former files to build DNA 

segments and the latter as comparisons. In parallel, Blast (Altschul et al., 1990) was run 

on GenBank files to confirm which regions of the genome matched each other. The 

Blast output was loaded into RStudio in order to visualize these duplicated regions. The 

outputs from the OG analysis and from Blast were then compared. In addition, 

genoPlotR was used to auto-annotate genes, which resulted in the inclusion of their 

four-letter names in the plots. 

2.6. Analysis of the duplicates 

The plots from RStudio were annotated to determine the functions of the genes within 

duplicated regions using the initial FASTA files containing the ID for each protein and 

a short description. This information was used to assess whether a region could be under 

positive selection in the context of niche adaptation. In addition, the presence of 

deletions was also considered. Duplications are very unstable by themselves, but, 

according to the SNAP model, they are stabilized by deletions. Because of this, 

deletions happen shortly after the duplication (Brandis & Hughes, 2020). This means 

that finding evidence of deletions was critical to determining which duplications were 

solid candidates for SNAP. However, the previous steps of the analysis were designed 

to detect only duplications. Therefore, in the genomes carrying more than one 

duplication, the position of each duplication relative to each other was considered, since 

they could be the result of a larger duplication with deletions within it. This information 

was used for a preliminary analysis of the possible compatibility of results with the 

SNAP model. 
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3. Results 

3.1. OGs and protein locations 

DATASET NO. OF PROTEINS ASSIGNED OGS 

Salmonella subset 10538 10101 (96%) 

Bartonella 3274 3170 (97%) 

Table 2: Number of proteins in the Salmonella subset and in the full Bartonella dataset and the amount of 

them that were assigned an OG. 

After running eggNOG-mapper in the Salmonella subset, around 96% of the proteins 

were assigned an OG at the Salmonella, Gammaproteobacteria or Proteobacteria ranks 

(Table 2). For the remaining 4%, there was only a hit at the Bacteria level, which was 

not considered for subsequent analysis, and therefore they were not attributed an OG. 

Out of the assigned OGs, 42% belong to the Salmonella taxonomic rank. Similarly, 

Bartonellaceae, Alphaproteobacteria and Proteobacteria OGs covered around 97% of all 

Bartonella proteins in the dataset (Table 2). 

After the HMMer step, 5.35% of all the Salmonella enterica proteins were not assigned 

a location, whereas 1.32% of proteins were not assigned an OG. For Salmonella 

bongori, only 2.12% of locations were missing, and, similarly to the other Salmonella, 

1.29% of proteins were not assigned an OG. In the case of Bartonella, only 0.53% and 

1.91% of proteins were not assigned a location or an OG, respectively. The number of 

missing OGs is therefore higher than for Salmonella, while the opposite is true for 

locations. More proteins were assigned an OG by HMMer than by eggNOG-mapper in 

Bartonella.  
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3.2. Duplicated SCPos 

 

Figure 3: A) Number of OGs plotted against the percentage of Bartonella genomes where they are found as a 

single copy. Most of the OGs are present in a single copy only in a few genomes (0-5% of the total), but many 

OGs are also present in most or all of the Bartonella genomes as a single copy (90-100%). B) Number of OGs 

plotted against the percentage of Salmonella genomes where they are found as a single copy. Most of the OGs 

are present in a single copy only in a few genomes (0-5% of the total), but many OGs are also present in most 

of the Salmonella genomes as a single copy (85-95%). 

In Bartonella (Figure 3A), around half of the distinct OGs (1368 out of 2968) are 

present as a single copy only in a small fraction of the genomes (0-10%), whereas more 

than one fourth are in a single copy in >90% of the total genomes. In addition, an 

important proportion (325) of the OGs in the >95% interval are found as a single copy 

in all the Bartonella genomes. This means that, out of all the OGs that are present in 

more than 90% of the genomes, only the remaining 498, 17% of the total OGs, could 

have rare duplicated variants. 
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SCPO THRESHOLD GENOMES WITH SCPO X2+ >30 SCPO X2+ >50 SCPO X2+ 

>75% 31 (100%) 6 (19%) 1 (3%) 

>85% 27 (87%) 

Table 3: Number and percentage of genomes featuring at least one duplicated SCPo (SCPo x2+), more than 30 

duplicated SCPos and more than 50 duplicated SCPos in more than 75% or 85% of the Bartonella genomes. 

For Bartonella, 27 out of the 31 genomes (87%) featured at least one duplicated SCPo, 

if we define SCPo as any OG that is present as a single copy in >85% of the genomes 

(Table 3). If the threshold percentage is lowered to 75%, then all the genomes feature at 

least one duplicated SCPo. In addition, a total of 6 genomes show 30 or more different 

duplicated SCPos, and only one of them features more than 50. 

The distribution of Salmonella OGs per genome (Figure 3B) is similar to Bartonella. 

Approximately 4200 of the total 9345 distinct OGs in Salmonella were only present as 

single copies in 0-5% of the genomes. This makes almost half of the total OGs. 

However, there is also around one third of OGs that are present as a single copy in most 

of the genomes (95-100%). There are around 2900 genes in this last interval and a total 

of 3169 genes when also including the 90-95% interval. With the conservative 

threshold, SCPos are defined as OGs that are present as a single copy in >90% of the 

genomes. Therefore, the 3169 genes can be considered SCPos. In contrast to Bartonella, 

where the OGs present in most of the genomes are distributed between the 90-95% and 

the 95-100% intervals, in this case, the 90-95% span includes a lower proportion of 

OGs. In general, genes in Bartonella (Figure 3A) are concentrated in wider intervals   

(0-10% and 90-100%) than in Salmonella (0-5% and 95-100%). 

SCPO THRESHOLD GENOMES WITH SCPO X2+ >50 SCPO X2+ 

>85% 970 (88%) ~40 (~4%) 

>90% 940 (85%) 

Table 4: Number and percentage of genomes featuring at least one duplicated SCPo (SCPo x2+) and more 

than 50 duplicated SCPos in more than 85% or 90% of the Salmonella genomes. 

Out of all Salmonella genomes, including S. bongori, 970 (~88%) had at least one 

duplicated SCPo, defining it as any OG that is present as a single copy in >85% of the 

genomes (Table 4). When switching to 90%, this number decreases to 940 genomes. 

However, a single duplicate is not enough to find a duplicated region, since SNAP 

requires at least two essential duplicated genes (Brandis & Hughes, 2020) and the 

positive control features a large duplication. Considering this, less than 40 genomes 

showed 50 or more duplicated SCPos, which is less than 4% of all Samonella genomes. 

3.3. Duplicated regions 

STRAIN NO. OF PROTEINS REGION LENGTH (kb) 

B. bacilliformis KC583 30 27 

B. henselae BM1374165 56 54 

B. bacilliformis FDAARGOS_174 30 27 

Table 5: Number of proteins and length for each duplication in Bartonella genomes. 
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For Bartonella, three genomes contained duplicated regions (Table 5), which is around 

10% of the total dataset. The B. bacilliformis positive control was one of these hits, 

together with another genome of the same species and a B. henselae strain. The smallest 

duplicated region consisted of 30 proteins. 

S. ENTERICA 

SUBSP. 
SEROTYPE AND STRAIN 

PROTEINS/DUPLICATE 

RELAXED CONSERVATIVE 

diarizonae serovar 50:k:z str. MZ0080 - 9 

enterica serovar Albany str. ATCC 51960 64 - 

enterica serovar Anatum str. GT-01 - 28, 43, 53, 21 

enterica serovar Anatum str. GT-38 - 62, 93 

enterica serovar Braenderup str. SA20026289 - 41 

enterica serovar Enteritidis str. 81-1705 - 31 

enterica serovar Enteritidis str. NCCP 16206 - 7 

enterica serovar Milwaukee str. SA19950795 - Similar plasmids 

enterica serovar Newport str. 0211-109 - 111 

enterica serovar Onderstepoort str. SA20060086 9 - 

enterica serovar Ouakam str. GNT-01 11, 116 26, 35, 58, 62, 73 

enterica serovar Senftenberg str. AR_0127 - 21 

enterica serovar Senftenberg str. CFSAN045763 - 6 

enterica serovar Sloterdijk str. ATCC 15791 10 - 

enterica serovar Typhi isolate 403Ty-sc-1979084 - 24 

enterica serovar Typhi str. Ty2 - 47 

enterica serovar Typhi str. Ty2 - 48 

enterica serovar Typhimurium str. NCCP 16207 29 - 

enterica serovar Typhimurium str. RM9437 - 23 

enterica serovar Typhimurium str. YU07-18 25 - 

enterica serovar Waycross str. SA20041608 - 7 

salamae serovar 57:z29:z42 - 11 

unknown serovar unk. str. SA20051401  - Similar plasmids 

unknown serovar unk. str. UFPRLABMOR1 15 - 

Table 6: Number of proteins per duplication in Salmonella genomes. All the genomes listed in the table belong 

to S. enterica. The duplications are divided into two categories: those that were detected only when using 

relaxed thresholds and those that were also detected with conservative thresholds. For two of the genomes, the 

duplications reflect triplications between the genome and two almost identical plasmids. 

For the full Salmonella dataset, the code detected duplications in 24 genomes (Table 6), 

none of which belong to Salmonella bongori. For five of them, the potential duplication 

was only detected when using relaxed thresholds (60% for SCPos and 20kb as the 

maximum distance between a protein and the next). 

Out of the 24 Salmonella genomes with duplications, three contained a duplication 

between a region of the genome and a region labelled as part of a plasmid. Two out of 

these three, the ones that feature two similar plasmids, show the same possible 

duplication. A total of 21 genomes contain at least one duplication where both copies 

are in the genome, according to the GFF files. In addition, there are two or more distinct 

duplications in four of these genomes, excluding the ones with duplicates in the 

plasmids. The genome with the higher number of potential duplications belongs to 
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Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica serovar Ouakam, with a total of seven different 

regions that appear twice in the chromosome. In addition, two Salmonella enterica 

subsp. enterica serovar Anatum genomes show, respectively, three and four 

duplications. Lastly, a Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica serovar Newport carries two 

candidate duplications. There are a total of 34 possible duplications, with some of them 

being triplications. 

3.4. Analysis of the duplicates 

3.4.1. Bartonella 

Figure 4: Positive control among Bartonella, found in B. bacilliformis (GCF_000015445.1_ASM1544v1). Both 

the gene-to-gene matches from the code and the superimposed segment-to-segment matches in Blast are shown 

in red. The two duplicates are consecutive, with the CDS, placed before the xth gene, that is deleted in the 

duplicate at the bottom, labelled in cyan. Most of the duplicated genes are ribosomal protein genes (rp). The 

genes that were detected as SCPos by the code are outlined in magenta. 

All of the three duplicates found in Bartonella include genes encoding ribosomal 

proteins (rps, small subunits, and rpl, large subunits). The B. henselae duplication only 

contains two genes of this class, whereas the B. bacilliformis genomes show very 

similar duplications that feature 16 ribosomal protein genes. The main difference 

between them is that the deletion found in the positive control (Figure 4), is absent in 

the other B. bacilliformis genome. The deletion is shown as the overlay of several 

matches and hence a more intense shade of red. All the genes in this duplication 

participate in translation (Bateman et al., 2021). 
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Figure 5: Duplication found in B. henselae (GCF_000612765.1_PRJEB5998_assembly). Both the gene-to-gene 

matches from the code and the superimposed segment-to-segment matches in Blast are shown in red. The 

segments with lower homology from Blast are shown in a brighter shade of red. The genes that were detected 

as SCPos by the code are outlined in magenta. 

The only duplication found in B. henselae (Figure 5) has two ribosomal genes, rpsI and 

rplM. The genes thrS, yidD and tolE, that are part of this duplication, can also be found 

close to one of the duplicates in the positive control (Figure 4). In addition, there are 

plenty of lipid metabolism genes. For example, there are three encoding ketoacyl-ACP 

synthases (Bateman et al., 2021). Proteins potentially involved in DNA repair, such as 

an exonuclease and a topoisomerase, are also present in this region. 

3.4.2. Salmonella 

For Salmonella, only the most relevant results are shown. The duplication plots were 

obtained using relaxed thresholds, but most of the duplicates were also detected with 

conservative thresholds. The only exceptions are serotype Sloterdijk and serotype 

Typhimurium (only strain NCCP 16207). 

Figure 6: 14kb duplication found in Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica serovar Sloterdijk 

(GCF_000486445.2_ASM48644v2). Both the gene-to-gene matches from the code and the superimposed 

segment-to-segment matches in Blast are shown in red. The segments with lower homology from Blast are 

shown in a brighter shade of red. The genes that were detected as SCPos by the code are outlined in magenta. 

The pseudogenes are labelled in yellow. 
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In S. enterica serovar Sloterdijk (Figure 6), only the tyrosine recombinase gene xerC is 

labelled. Interestingly, the function of most genes in this duplication is not known, and 

they are annotated as hypothetical proteins. The only exception besides XerC is a 

protein labelled as DNA cytosine methyltransferase (Yaoa et al., 2016), but there is no 

additional information on its role in Salmonella. However, according to its annotation in 

E. coli, the methyltransferase is involved in the segregation of chromosomes during cell 

division (Grainge & Sherratt, 1999). Although the two duplicates are exact copies of 

each other, they are flanked by two regions of low homology. The largest of them 

shows homology between a CDS and a non-coding region annotated as a pseudogene, 

depicted in yellow, whereas the smallest one seems to contain a CDS that is similar to a 

gene in the duplication. 

Figure 7: 22kb duplication found in Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica serovar Typhimurium str RM9437 

(GCF_001617585.1_ASM161758v1). Both the gene-to-gene matches from the code and the superimposed 

segment-to-segment matches in Blast are shown in red. The genes that were detected as SCPos by the code are 

outlined in magenta. 

In S. enterica serovar Typhimurium str RM9437 (Figure 7), despite the fact that the 

four-letter codes for most genes are not shown, the majority of them are annotated. The 

gene pssA encodes a phosphatidylserine synthase (Parker et al., 2021). This gene 

participates in the synthesis of phosphatidylserine and cardiolipin. Both of them are 

phospholipids that can be found in bacterial membranes (Zhang et al., 2009, Bateman  

et al., 2021). In the case of cardiolipin, aminoglycoside antibiotics can cause this 

phospholipid to relocate and cluster, which increases the permeability of the membrane 

(El Khoury  et al., 2017). Other genes in this duplication encode a sigma-E RNA 

polymerase factor (rpoE) and its regulators (Parker  et al., 2021). As its homolog in E. 

coli, this factor could participate in the response to stress and heat shock (Yakhnin et 

al., 2017). 
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Figure 8: 27kb duplication found in Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica serovar Typhimurium str NCCP 16207 

(GCF_009884375.1_ASM988437v1). Both the gene-to-gene matches from the code and the superimposed 

segment-to-segment matches in Blast are shown in red, with the exception of Blast inverse matches, which are 

displayed in blue. The genes that were detected as SCPos by the code are outlined in magenta. 

The duplication in S. enterica serovar Typhimurium str NCCP 16207 (Figure 8) was 

found in the same serotype as the one in Figure 7, but in a different strain. Around half 

of the proteins detected by the code are either labelled as hypothetical proteins or as 

DUF (Domain of Unknown Function). The main exception are ibpA-B, which encode 

heat shock chaperones, according to genome annotation. In addition, ibpB is a 

pseudogene. The other exception, SopA, is involved in plasmid partition (Bateman et 

al., 2021). There is also a transporter belonging to the Major Facilitator Superfamily 

(MFS), but there is no further information regarding the kind of molecules that are 

transported. There is also a protein involved in antibiotic resistance (AadA2) (Bateman 

et al., 2021). In addition, some genes are present four times or more, since they are 

found twice inside the duplication and also outside it. These multiple-copy genes are 

transposases according to the genome annotation. The transposase copies outside the 

duplication are inverted when compared to the ones inside it. 

Even though they belong to different serotypes, and therefore to different genomes, 

there are other duplications that appear in more than one genome. The most noticeable 

of them can be found in two S. enterica subsp. enterica serovar Typhi str. Ty2 genomes 

(Figure 9A) and in one S. enterica subsp. enterica serovar Enteritidis (Figure 9B). 
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Figure 9: A) Visualization of the 50kb duplication detected in Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica serovar 

Typhi str Ty2 genome (GCF_901457625.1_ERS3381927 and GCF_901457615.1_ERS3381924). B) 33kb 

possible duplication in Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica serovar Enteritidis 

(GCF_002763415.1_ASM276341v1). For both serotypes, the gene-to-gene matches and the segment-to-segment 

Blast matches are shown in red. As in the previous plot, the duplicated genes detected by the code are outlined 

in magenta. 

The duplication in S. enterica serovar Typhi (Figure 9A) is present in two genomes 

from the same strain, Ty2. In general terms, there is a wide variety of transport 

functions in the genes within this duplication. One example is TonB, that can transport 

siderophores (Bateman et al., 2021). There are also several nitrate transport, metabolism 

and assimilation genes (nar) and oligopeptide ABC transporters (opp), the latter having 

protein transport functions (Zheng et al., 2013, Bateman et al., 2021). In addition, the 

duplication features genes with ion transport functions, chaA-B (Osborne et al., 2004, 

Naseem et al., 2008). The duplication in serovar Enteritidis (Figure 9B) consists of a 

subset of the duplicated genes in serotype Typhi and most of them, such as adhE, purU, 

ompW or tonB, are present in both serotypes. Another similarity between duplications is 

the dark red segment placed around 20 kb and 4.095 Mb in serotype Enteritidis and 1.98 

and 2.03 Mb in serotype Typhi, which indicates the presence of small repeats that match 

each other. 
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Figure 10: 23kb possible duplication in Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica serovar Senftenberg 

(GCF_003571625.1_ASM357162v1). Both the gene-to-gene matches and the segment-to-segment Blast matches 

are shown in red. As in the previous plot, the duplicated genes detected by the code are outlined in magenta. 

There is a duplication in S. enterica serovar Senftenberg (Figure 10) where the 

annotation for most proteins is either hypothetical protein or DUF, similarly to Figure 6 

and Figure 8. This duplication features MdtM, an efflux MFS transporter. It is a 

multidrug resistance protein which, according to the annotation for E. coli, confers 

resistance to several antibiotics including chloramphenicol and to some compounds that 

can be found in the host, such as bile acid and bile salt (Nishino & Yamaguchi, 2001). 

The genes uxuR and hypT participate in transcriptional regulation. The former is part of 

the uxuRBA operon, involved in sugar utilization (Hugovieux-Cotte-Pattat & Robert-

Baudouy, 1983, Ravcheev et al., 2013), and the latter is poorly described in bacteria. 

The protein TrpS is a tryptophan-tRNA ligase. It participates in translation by 

transferring tryptophan to a tRNA (Bateman et al., 2021). Another function has been 

described in E. coli: it participates in the removal of toxic D-amino acids (Soutourina et 

al., 2000). Lastly, there is a gene encoding a protein that is part of the Salmonella type 

IV secretion system. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Distribution of genomes per species 

SCPos have to be present in most of the genomes. This implies that, if the majority of 

the genomes belong to the same species, the same will be true for SCPos. This is the 

case for Salmonella. Since, out of the 1108 Salmonella genomes, only nine belonged to 

S. bongori, genes that are exclusively found in this species could not be selected as 

SCPos. In contrast, given the fact that more than 99% of the genomes belong to S. 

enterica, the genes that are exclusively present in this species could definitely be 

identified as SCPos. This might have introduced a bias to detect the genes that would be 

actual SCPos at the genus level. As a result, most of the genes used to build duplicated 
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regions will belong to S. enterica, which means that the method might fail to detect 

duplications of species-specific S. bongori genes. In addition, S. bongori genomes 

should ideally have been included in the Salmonella subset made up of 168 genomes, 

but they were downloaded after the eggNOG-mapper step, and hence they were first 

used when running HMMer. However, the species distribution in the subset is unlikely 

to affect results, since S. bongori specific genes would not have met the criteria to be 

considered SCPos. 

In the Bartonella dataset, since the number of species is above half the number of 

genomes, the distribution of genomes per species is more balanced. Despite the fact that 

there are up to five genomes for some of the species in the dataset, this makes only 

around 16% of the total number of genomes. This threshold, <16%, is not enough for a 

species-specific gene to be considered SCPo. As a consequence, SCPos will be genes 

that are present in several distinct Bartonella species. Therefore, compared to 

Salmonella, missing an intraspecific duplication is more unlikely. 

4.2. OGs and protein locations 

The number of missing OGs is similar for Salmonella (~1.30%) and Bartonella 

(1.91%). However, the higher percentage of proteins that were not assigned an OG in 

the last mentioned genus is surprising, since the first annotation step (eggNOG-mapper) 

was run on the full Bartonella dataset, not on a subset as for Salmonella. In addition, a 

higher percentage of Bartonella proteins were assigned an OG after running eggNOG-

mapper. The step that might have caused this small difference is the parsing of the 

HMMer results, since HMM OGs are assigned to the proteins in the GFF files, not 

directly to the initial FASTA file listing them. Each protein ID is listed only once in the 

FASTA file, but if it is duplicated in a genome, there will be several different locations 

associated to the same protein accession number in the GFF file. In addition, some 

Salmonella genomes feature duplications that are likely tandem, but have been 

circularized as plasmids by the assembler. The parsing of this information can affect the 

percentages of proteins that are assigned an OG.  

The noticeably higher percentage of lost locations in Salmonella is likely the result of 

the restriction in the code that was added to prevent two different proteins from being 

assigned the exact same location. The two proteins are probably still counted, but only 

one of them is assigned a location. This does not make a difference for Bartonella 

genomes, where no different proteins were assigned the exact same location. Moreover, 

there are generally no plasmids in Bartonella genomes. However, this issue affects the 

results for Salmonella, making the lost location percentage go up from 0.65% to >5%. 

This can be improved in later versions of the script. 
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4.3. Duplicated SCPos 

Albeit the distribution of single-copy OGs in the datasets looks quite similar in 

Salmonella and Bartonella, there are small differences that can be explained by the 

nature of each dataset. For example, the distribution of Salmonella OGs follows a very 

clear U-shaped distribution, whereas it is more irregular in Bartonella. This could be an 

effect of the bigger size of the dataset, since the SCPos could be missing or duplicated 

in a small number of genomes. This would be less noticeable in a bigger dataset. The 

size of the dataset also explains why there are more single-copy OGs present in 5-10% 

of the Bartonella genomes than in the 0-5% interval: these OGs only have to be present 

as a single copy in two genomes to fall under the second interval. 

In general terms, the single-copy OG distribution matches what would be expected, 

since natural selection acts against gene redundancy (Klappenbach  et al., 2000). Most 

genes are either present in a small number of genomes or in most of them as single 

copy. Only a minor proportion of the OGs are found as a single copy in an intermediate 

percentage. This is more evident for Salmonella, with the most likely reason being the 

same as above, the increased dataset size when compared to Bartonella. Because the 

Bartonella dataset is smaller, it can deviate from the expected distribution more easily: 

just by random chance, the genomes may show an increased number of single-copy 

OGs for a certain percentage. The fact that, in spite of this, the Bartonella distribution is 

still very similar to the Salmonella one, and that both are consistent with initial 

expectations, suggests that the OGs have been correctly assigned to proteins. Genome 

size might also affect the distribution of OGs: Bartonella genomes are around 2Mb, 

whereas Salmonella genomes range between 4.5-5Mb. Therefore, a higher number of 

genes that are present in all the genomes should be expected. Another possible 

explanation is the size of the pan-genome: although both Salmonella and Bartonella 

both have closed pan-genomes, and therefore a limited set of genes, Bartonella might 

have less diversity and hosts and, as a consequence, fewer accessory genes (Lapierre & 

Gogarten, 2009, Guy et al., 2012, Laing et al., 2017). Even though the Bartonella 

dataset seems to include more genes that are only present in one genome, this is likely 

the result of the wider diversity of species in this dataset, since the Salmonella genomes 

belong almost exclusively to S. enterica. 

88% of the Salmonella genomes had duplicated SCPos, but less than 4% showed more 

than 50 duplicated SCPos, and therefore a higher probability to contain a large 

duplication. This means that the final percentage of genomes featuring duplications is 

rather small. However, this is consistent with the literature, where duplications were 

only present in 2-4% of the isolates in different bacterial species (Brandis & Hughes, 

2020). In contrast, the percentage of genomes with duplicated SCPos (87%) in 

Bartonella is very similar to Salmonella, but the presence of one genome with more 

than 50 duplicated SCPos accounts for a higher percentage, despite the lesser length of 

Bartonella genomes. There is a big number of phages and bacteriophage-like particles 

in Bartonella genomes (Nahálková & Nielsen, 2014, Tamarit  et al., 2018). This by 
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itself might not explain the difference with S. enterica subsp. enterica, since there is a 

wide variety of phages infecting this Salmonella species, but prophages are known to 

drive genomic structural changes in Bartonella (Gutiérrez et al., 2018), which means 

that these mobile elements could be more active in the Bartonella genus. 

Interestingly, when using the >85% threshold to define SCPos for Bartonella, the 

duplication in the positive control is missing, but it is detected by the code when 

switching to the 75% threshold, which implies that it is better not to be very 

conservative when defining SCPos, even if the SCPo distributions suggest otherwise. In 

this sense, the 85-90% interval could also be considered for Salmonella, since it 

contains as many OGs as the 90-95% span. However, due to time constraints, only the 

OGs in the >90% intervals were initially considered SCPos. 

4.4. Duplicated regions in Bartonella 

Although Bartonella genomes are smaller in size (<2 Mb compared to the >4.5 Mb 

Salmonella genomes), the percentage of genomes where a duplication has been found is 

higher in Bartonella. This is partly explained by the fact that two out of the three 

duplications, one of them being the positive control, are very similar in nature. They 

consist of exactly the same genes and both are present in the same species (B. 

bacilliformis). In addition, both of them are placed in a similar position in their 

respective genomes. This means that they are probably the same duplication, which has 

undergone a small deletion around its middle point in the positive control. However, it 

is difficult to determine whether it is an actual deletion or a duplication of a single gene, 

since the gene that is missing in one of the duplicates is present as two consecutive 

genes in the other. The duplication in B. henselae has little in common with the one in 

B. bacilliformis, except for the fact that both contain ribosomal protein genes. It should 

be noted that in the B. bacilliformis duplication there is a full operon of ribosomal 

protein genes (rp), whereas in B. henselae there are only two rp, and they are different 

to the ones that are duplicated in B. bacilliformis. This implies that there are still two 

distinct duplications in Bartonella. 

The duplication of ribosomal protein genes is compatible with the SNAP model. The 

number of ribosomal operons directly correlates with growth rate and efficiency (Roller 

et al., 2016). Moreover, there is also a positive correlation between the number of 

ribosomal protein genes and the velocity of the response to favourable changes in 

environmental conditions (Klappenbach et al., 2000). This is consistent with the 

scenario where bacteria adapt to a new environment that is nutrient-rich, and thus an 

increase in the dosage or expression of genes that promote growth confers a fitness 

advantage (Brandis & Hughes, 2020). On the other hand, the stoichiometry of ribosomal 

proteins is highly conserved, and they are only present as a single copy in a functional 

ribosome, with exceptions such as the L12 protein (Davydov et al., 2013). However, 

this protein is not part of the duplication. Strikingly, not all the ribosomal proteins are 

duplicated, since there are some in the 695-720kb region that are missing in the upper 
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half of the duplication. In theory, this could potentially affect ribosomal stoichiometry 

and result in partial, non-functioning ribosomes. Since these genes are duplicated not 

only in one, but in two genomes, this duplication is unlikely to have a negative impact 

on ribosomal integrity. Overall, the fact that ribosomal proteins are part of all three 

duplications found in Bartonella supports the hypothesis that duplicated ribosomal 

protein genes confer a fitness advantage. 

In addition, the distinct genes in the B. henselae duplication are also compatible with 

the nutrient-rich scenario in SNAP. For instance, the genes involved in lipid metabolism 

could certainly contribute to fast growth (Parsons & Rock, 2013). However, there are no 

visible deletions in this last duplication and, therefore, no evidence of inactivation, the 

second step of SNAP. Despite this, there is a small segment of lower homology at the 

beginning of the duplication, which contains a series of CDS that seem to be copies of 

each other. These CDS are not annotated, but given the repetitive nature of the region 

where they are found, their presence might have led to a recombination event that 

resulted in a duplication (Smirnov, 2010). 

4.5. Duplicated regions in Salmonella 

4.5.1. Duplicated genes 

Both the duplications in Bartonella and Salmonella genomes feature genes that seem to 

be widely distributed in bacteria, and are not limited to a particular genus. For example, 

most of the Salmonella duplicated genes can be found in the model organism E. coli. 

However, both E. coli and Salmonella belong to the same family, Enterobacteriaceae. 

Since some of the Salmonella duplications consist of genes involved in pathogenesis, 

most of them are most likely not widely distributed outside the enterobacteria family. 

Regardless of this, most of the genes in the Bartonella positive control can be found in 

Salmonella in a similar order, but ribosomal protein genes are well-known for being 

highly conserved, even in bacteria (Lecompte et al., 2002). 

Among the S. enterica genomes with duplications, there are non-typhoid serotypes, 

such as Typhimurium, Sloterdijk and Senftenberg, and typhoid serotypes such as Typhi 

(Hu et al., 2008, Yaoa et al., 2016, Lauwers et al., 2018). The duplication in S. enterica 

subsp. enterica serovar Typhi str Ty2 is the largest duplication found in Salmonella 

genomes. The nar operon has an important role in resistance to NO (nitric oxide) 

produced by macrophages, which allows Salmonella bacteria to survive inside these 

cells (Gilberthorpe & Poole, 2008), so an increased dosage of these genes might 

enhance the resistance to the anti-microbial response conducted by macrophages. The 

opp genes are part of the oppABCDF operon, but oppC is a pseudogene and oppD is 

missing. The peptide transport function of this operon supports bacterial growth 

(Masulis et al., 2020). ChaA-B contribute to the ionic balance of Salmonella, 

facilitating growth under ionic stress (Osborne et al., 2004). TonB contributes to iron 

uptake during the infection of the host, and therefore it has a role in pathogenesis 

(Torres et al., 2001). Overall, the genes in this duplication are involved in bacterial 
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survival in the host. The duplication in S. enterica subsp. enterica serovar Enteritidis 

includes the same genes involved in pathogenesis. Since serotypes Typhi and Enteritidis 

are typhoid and non-typhoid, respectively, it is unlikely that these genes pay a role in 

the type of disease that is caused. 

In the case of the S. enterica serovar Typhimurium str RM9437 genome, the type of 

genes that are duplicated also seem to be involved in survival during the adverse 

conditions that Salmonella face when infecting the host’s guts. Similarly, the 

duplication in S. enterica serovar Senftenberg features several genes that contribute to 

pathogenesis. However, there are genes in this last duplication that participate in basic 

functions, such as trpS. These are also compatible with the nutrient-rich scenario. 

Regarding serovar Sloterdijk, since the xerC gene is involved in chromosome 

segregation (Grainge & Sherratt, 1999), doubling its dosage might allow faster cell 

division, which would be beneficial in a nutrient-rich environment. However, little can 

be said about the remaining genes. 

The duplication in S. enterica serovar Typhimurium str NCCP 16207 is also hard to 

interpret, since there are transposase genes both inside the duplicated region and outside 

it. Even though transposable elements mostly duplicate themselves, they can also 

duplicate genes from the host organism (Cerbin & Jiang, 2018). This means that the 

origin of this duplication is probably due to their presence in this region of the genome. 

Therefore, this is very likely a true duplication. In addition, only a few CDS are outlined 

in magenta, which implies that they do not meet the requirements to be considered 

SCPos, even with relaxed thresholds. This could be the result of the presence of 

transposases: since there are multiple copies of them in each genome, they are not likely 

to meet the conditions for SCPos. Nonetheless, SCPos are used to build duplicated 

regions because it is easier to determine when they deviate from expectations, but 

SNAP is not limited to them. Out of the genes that are outlined, only the functions of 

ibpA-B and aadA2 can be discussed, but they definitely confer an advantage to the 

survival of bacteria inside the host. Interestingly, aaA2 is an antibiotic resistance gene, 

and the transposases belong to the IS26 family, which is known for its importance in the 

spread of genes with this function (Harmer & Hall, 2019). 

4.5.2. Evidence of deletions 

In Salmonella, the fact that many of the duplications that have been found are tandem, 

where the two duplicated regions are next to each other in the genome, is promising, 

since this is consistent with the SNAP model. In fact, all the Salmonella duplications 

listed in this work are tandem, and this is also the case for the Bartonella positive 

control. However, the occurrence of deletions and other inactivating mutations should 

have generated non-homologous regions between them (Brandis & Hughes, 2020). 

While experimental works aimed to identify duplications as they arise and are later 

inactivated (Brandis & Hughes, 2020), the analysis of available genomes only provides 

information about the final result of SNAP. Due to the intrinsic instability of large 

duplications, inactivation and deletion are expected to occur shortly after (Loewe & 
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Hill, 2010, Brandis & Hughes, 2020), which is a limitation for this approach. Most of 

the Salmonella duplications did not show any traces of deletions, i.e., regions of low or 

lack of homology between duplicates. This means that they are probably not the result 

of SNAP; instead, they originated from a different process. The duplications from 

serotypes Typhimurium (only strain RM9437), Typhi, Enteritidis and Senftenberg are 

all exact duplications, and therefore unlikely to be the result of SNAP. 

4.5.3. Veracity of the duplications 

Another problem that arose when analysing Salmonella genomes is that assemblies are 

not entirely reliable. The genomes that showed several duplications, mainly the serovar 

Ouakam one, are the result of low-quality assemblies and are thus unreliable. In this 

case, the assembly comes from short-read sequencing data and it is a reference-guided 

assembly featuring duplications which are absent in the reference (Wang XV al., 2012, 

Marasini et al., 2016). Even when the quality of the assembly is not an issue, the 

sequencing technology can introduce particular types of errors; for instance, the 

assemblies of PacBio data often suffer from artefacts near the point of circularization, 

such as apparent duplications (Hunt  et al., 2015). In contrast, this was not a problem in 

Bartonella genomes. 

In general terms, if a genome has been sequenced with PacBio, a long-read technology 

(Rhoads & Au, 2015), and the duplicated region is not placed near the point of 

circularization (position one in the genome), it is likely a true duplication instead of an 

artefact. Position one should correspond to the origin of replication, and it is established 

either by a GC-skew or by the position of the gene dnaA (Dimude et al., 2015, Hunt et 

al., 2015). After genomes are assembled, they are rotated to make the origin of 

replication coincide with position one. If the ends are not trimmed prior to this rotation, 

false duplications can appear as a result (Hunt et al., 2015). This is the case for the 

duplication in S. enterica subsp. enterica serotypes Sloterdijk, Typhimurium (only 

strain NCCP 16207), Typhi, Senftenberg and arguably Enteritidis. In serovar 

Enteritidis, the assembly has most likely circularized one of the duplicates into a 

plasmid, but it is actually part of the genome. Therefore, position one refers to the origin 

of replication in the plasmid, instead of the actual position of the duplicate. 

The sequencing technology and the reliability of the assembly are not the only reasons 

to doubt the veracity of a duplication. An example of this is the S. enterica serovar 

Typhimurium str RM9437 genome, which has been removed from RefSeq due to 

contamination. This fact calls into question the authenticity of the duplication found in 

this genome. However, it does not necessarily mean that the duplication comes from the 

contaminant DNA. If one of the duplicates belongs to external DNA, the contamination 

probably comes from other Salmonella, since most of the genes inside the duplication 

were assigned OGs at the Salmonella level. 

In contrast, there are duplications that are present in more than one genome, which 

suggest that they are true positives. The most notable example of this is the duplication 

in S. enterica subsp. enterica serovar Typhi str Ty2. This duplication was found in two 
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genomes belonging to the same strain and it was almost identical in both of them. In 

addition, the duplication in Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica serovar Enteritidis is 

very similar to the ones found in serovar Typhi, which is unlikely to be coincidental. 

Even though the order of the genes seems to be swapped in serovar Enteritidis, this is 

presumably the result of the assembly treating one of the copies as a plasmid. The actual 

order is the same as in serovar Typhi, the only difference being that it is inverted. 

Another notable similarity between the two duplications is that there are repeats right 

next to the purU gene, which raises the question of whether and how these repeats are 

related to the duplication. There is also a difference in the repeats between the two 

duplications: while the tandem repeats are barely noticeable in serovar Typhi, they take 

around 1kb in serovar Enteritidis. 

Another example of a duplication that is present in different genomes is the one found 

in S. enterica serovar Senftenberg. Its exact sequence of genes can also be found in a 

serovar Newport genome as a duplication, but it was not included in this work because 

it was near the point of circularization and was therefore deemed a dubious result. Even 

if the sequence of genes is not actually duplicated in the Newport genome, it is 

definitely present in it. The two serotypes are not particularly related, which means that 

this region is probably present in most Salmonella. Because of this, the fact that it was 

present as a duplication in the Newport serotype might be coincidental, given how 

common false duplications around the origin of replication are among Salmonella 

genomes. 

4.6. Performance of the method 

In general terms, the method has been more successful at detecting Bartonella 

duplications, where it found three duplications, none of them starting at the point of 

circularization. The two duplications in B. bacilliformis are placed in a very similar 

position and are very similar between them, and one is a positive control. Consequently, 

both of them are most likely true duplications. In contrast, when using the method in 

Salmonella with restricted thresholds, there are more than 60 genomes featuring 

possible duplications. Out of these, only 18 show regions that are actually duplicated 

according to the corresponding GFF files. Two thirds of these 18 do not feature an 

actual duplication, but likely assembly artefacts. Therefore, the method has been more 

successful in identifying duplications in Bartonella genomes, either because of the 

smaller dataset size or the more compact genomes in these pathogens compared to 

Salmonella. In addition, with conservative thresholds (90% for SCPos and 10kb for 

distance between proteins), one of the main limitations of the method is that the full 

length of the Salmonella duplications was not always detected, meaning that the 

duplication was actually larger. This was solved when switching to relaxed thresholds. 

Despite the fact that the assemblies are static information, rather than reflecting the real 

time changes in genome organization, SNAP is expected to occur frequently enough to 

be detected in these assemblies. Since most of the Salmonella duplications are exact, 
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and there are others where different factors, such as transposable elements, seem to be 

involved, SNAP might not occur in Salmonella genomes. However, the possibility 

cannot be ruled out, since smaller duplications, featuring less than ten genes, have not 

been considered and they might be more common than larger duplications. The current 

method is not optimal to check this, since including small duplications would require 

the review of potential duplications in more than 600 genomes out of the total 1108, 

which is highly unspecific. Nevertheless, this method can be used as the basis for a 

more sophisticated approach. 

5. Conclusion 

The method used in this work has been able to successfully identify large duplications 

in Bartonella. Although there are preliminary results in Bartonella and Salmonella, 

whether these duplications are under the SNAP model or not remains to be determined. 

Even though there is a positive control in Bartonella, the origin of the duplication has 

yet to be determined. In Salmonella, analysis of the duplications that have been found 

indicates that most of them are assembly artefacts. This means that, even though the 

method succeeds at identifying duplications, part of the results will be false positives, 

and there is no particular protocol to deal with them in the current pipeline. Even though 

the dataset can be built aiming only for high-quality genomes, there is always a chance 

of finding assembly artefacts. Refining the algorithm in order to detect and filter out 

false duplications is one of the next steps towards an efficient method to detect SNAP. 

In addition, out of the remaining duplications, some are exact copies of each other, with 

no signs of deletions or inactivations. Therefore, a true positive might not follow the 

SNAP model. A method that can detect not only duplications, but also deletions within 

them, would be more effective. The specificity of the method for Salmonella can be 

improved, which would allow smaller duplications. Combining this information with 

experimental results, where the progression through the steps in the SNAP hypothesis 

can be characterized in real time, might provide more insight on the possible effects of 

this process in Bartonella and Salmonella genomes. Lastly, the method presented in this 

work can be tested in different datasets consisting of bacterial genomes in order to test 

its reusability. 
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Appendix 

S. ENTERICA GENOME SUBSPECIES SEROTYPE STRAIN 

GCF_002234855.1_ASM223485v1 arizonae 53:-:- SA20100345 

GCF_000756465.1_ASM75646v1 arizonae 62:z36:- RKS2983 

GCF_000018625.1_ASM1862v1 arizonae 62:z4,z23:- RSK2980 

GCF_003324775.1_ASM332477v1 arizonae 63:g,z51:- SA19981204 

GCF_900635675.1_31885_G02 arizonae - NCTC10047 

GCF_003324755.1_ASM332475v1 diarizonae 48:i:z SA20121591 

GCF_002211965.1_ASM221196v1 diarizonae 50:k:z MZ0080 

GCF_001629755.1_ASM162975v1 diarizonae - 11-01853 

GCF_000430165.1_ASM43016v1 enterica 4,[5],12:i:- 08-1736 

GCF_009756605.1_ASM975660v1 enterica 4,[5],12:i:- PNCS009991 

GCF_000487915.2_ASM48791v2 enterica Abaetetuba ATCC 35640 

GCF_900477885.1_46801_F01 enterica Aberdeen NCTC5791 

GCF_000487615.2_ASM48761v2 enterica Abony 14 

GCF_012169275.1_ASM1216927v1 enterica Agona SG17-135 

GCF_000020885.1_ASM2088v1 enterica Agona SL483 

GCF_000487515.2_ASM48751v2 enterica Albany ATCC 51960 

GCF_015159575.1_ASM1515957v1 enterica Albany R17.2117 

GCF_008727655.1_ASM872765v1 enterica Albert AR-0401 

GCF_000940895.2_ASM94089v2 enterica Anatum CDC 06-0532 

GCF_006517135.1_ASM651713v1 enterica Anatum CFSAN003959 

GCF_001447115.1_ASM144711v1 enterica Anatum GT-01 

GCF_001447095.1_ASM144709v1 enterica Anatum GT-38 

GCF_001956735.1_ASM195673v1 enterica Antsalova S01-0511 

GCF_001975285.1_ASM197528v1 enterica Apapa SA20060561 

GCF_001975305.1_ASM197530v1 enterica Bardo SA20113257 

GCF_015223545.1_ASM1522354v1 enterica Bareilly FC745 

GCF_001975325.1_ASM197532v1 enterica Bergen ST350 

GCF_003324875.1_ASM332487v1 enterica Berta SA20141895 

GCF_009664615.1_ASM966461v1 enterica Birkenhead AUSMDU00010532 

GCF_001975265.1_ASM197526v1 enterica Blegdam S-1824 

GCF_009667745.1_ASM966774v1 enterica Blockley 159838 

GCF_001975345.1_ASM197534v1 enterica Borreze SA20041063 

GCF_007833775.1_ASM783377v1 enterica Braenderup FORC93 

GCF_002234775.1_ASM223477v1 enterica Braenderup SA20026289 

GCF_004194635.3_ASM419463v5 enterica Brancaster sg_ww281 

GCF_003324855.1_ASM332485v1 enterica Brandenburg SA20064858 

GCF_000487775.1_ASM48777v2 enterica Bredeney CFSAN001080 

GCF_900478205.1_49386_D02 enterica Bredeney NCTC6026 

GCF_005222465.1_ASM522246v1 enterica California CD-SL01 

GCF_900477895.1_47022_G01 enterica Carmel NCTC9872 

GCF_001941405.1_ASM194140v1 enterica Cerro 87 
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GCF_000487255.2_ASM48725v2 enterica Chester ATCC 11997 

GCF_000742815.1_ASM74281v1 enterica Choleraesuis - 

GCF_000187565.1_ASM18756v1 enterica Choleraesuis SCSA50 

GCF_008727535.1_ASM872753v1 enterica Concord AR-0407 

GCF_008727555.1_ASM872755v1 enterica Corvallis AR-0406 

GCF_001975245.1_ASM197524v1 enterica Crossness 1422-74 

GCF_008727635.1_ASM872763v1 enterica Cubana AR-0402 

GCF_002946375.1_ASM294637v1 enterica Derby 2014LSAL01779 

GCF_014349455.1_ASM1434945v1 enterica Dessau KUFSE-CM43 

GCF_001975365.1_ASM197536v1 enterica Djakarta S-1087 

GCF_003589865.1_ASM358986v1 enterica Dublin CVM 22429 

GCF_002761115.1_ASM276111v1 enterica Enteritidis 49-2444 

GCF_000280315.2_ASM28031v2 enterica Enteritidis 77-1427 

GCF_002763415.1_ASM276341v1 enterica Enteritidis 81-1705 

GCF_000329365.2_ASM32936v2 enterica Enteritidis CDC_2010K_0968 

GCF_009884355.1_ASM988435v1 enterica Enteritidis NCCP 16206 

GCF_000009505.1_ASM950v1 enterica Enteritidis P125109 

GCF_003184425.1_ASM318442v1 enterica Enteritidis RM2968 

GCF_900477995.1_46931_C01 enterica Florida NCTC6480 

GCF_003590695.1_ASM359069v1 enterica Fresno USMARC-69835 

GCF_000009525.1_ASM952v1 enterica Gallinarum 287/91 

GCF_000192125.1_ASM19212v1 enterica Gallinarum SG9 

GCF_002741885.1_ASM274188v1 enterica Gaminara CFSAN070644 

GCF_002863765.1_ASM286376v1 enterica Give CFSAN024229 

GCF_900635695.1_32473_H01 enterica Goldcoast NCTC13175 

GCF_004768645.1_ASM476864v1 enterica Hadar dic-88 

GCF_900635855.1_35605_D01 enterica Havana NCTC6086 

GCF_002777175.1_ASM277717v1 enterica Hayindogo CFSAN050752 

GCF_003971525.1_ASM397152v1 enterica Heidelberg 5 

GCF_000258365.1_ASM25836v1 enterica Heidelberg B182 

GCF_000020705.1_ASM2070v1 enterica Heidelberg SL476 

GCF_001975385.1_ASM197538v1 enterica Hillingdon N1529-D3 

GCF_009650055.1_ASM965005v1 enterica Hvittingfoss AUSMDU00005056 

GCF_001448705.2_ASM144870v2 enterica Hvittingfoss SA20014981 

GCF_014217955.1_ASM1421795v1 enterica Indiana 222 

GCF_002863785.1_ASM286378v1 enterica Infantis CFSAN003307 

GCF_001931615.1_ASM193161v1 enterica Infantis CVM44454 

GCF_000487155.2_ASM48715v2 enterica Inverness ATCC 10720 

GCF_900086565.1_39641_H02 enterica Java NCTC5706 

GCF_006740725.1_ASM674072v1 enterica Javiana FARPER-220 

GCF_001975405.1_ASM197540v1 enterica Johannesburg ST203 

GCF_009667765.1_ASM966776v1 enterica Kentucky 161365 

GCF_001975425.1_ASM197542v1 enterica Koessen S-1501 

GCF_014854835.1_ASM1485483v1 enterica Kottbus Kharkiv 

GCF_001975445.1_ASM197544v1 enterica Krefeld SA20030536 
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GCF_014524605.1_ASM1452460v1 enterica London HA1-SP5 

GCF_002211585.1_ASM221158v1 enterica Macclesfield S-1643 

GCF_001975515.1_ASM197551v1 enterica Manchester ST278 

GCF_002234795.1_ASM223479v1 enterica Manhattan SA20084699 

GCF_003710205.1_ASM371020v1 enterica Mbandaka CFSAN076213 

GCF_003994595.1_ASM399459v1 enterica Mikawasima RSE13 

GCF_002196535.1_ASM219653v1 enterica Minnesota CFSAN017963 

GCF_000238455.2_ASM23845v3 enterica Montevideo 42N 

GCF_003073575.1_ASM307357v1 enterica Montevideo 531954 

GCF_003864055.1_ASM386405v1 enterica Montevideo ATCC 8387 

GCF_002761415.1_ASM276141v1 enterica Montevideo CDC 07-0954 

GCF_001975555.1_ASM197555v1 enterica Moscow S-1843 

GCF_009650355.1_ASM965035v1 enterica Muenchen LG24 

GCF_009184685.1_ASM918468v1 enterica Muenster PJM1 

GCF_003296145.1_ASM329614v1 enterica Napoli LC0541/17 

GCF_001278295.1_ASM127829v1 enterica Newport 0211-109 

GCF_001890165.1_ASM189016v1 enterica Newport CFSAN001660 

GCF_000016045.1_ASM1604v1 enterica Newport SL254 

GCF_001975605.1_ASM197560v1 enterica Nitra S-1687 

GCF_003325335.1_ASM332533v1 enterica Ohio SA20120345 

GCF_002208255.1_ASM220825v1 enterica Onderstepoort SA20060086 

GCF_000486815.2_ASM48681v2 enterica Oranienburg 250 

GCF_001077835.1_ASM107783v1 enterica Ouakam GNT-01 

GCF_000486765.2_ASM48676v2 enterica Panama ATCC 7378 

GCF_000818115.1_ASM81811v1 enterica Paratyphi A CMCC 50503 

GCF_000018705.1_ASM1870v1 enterica Paratyphi B SPB7 

GCF_000018385.1_ASM1838v1 enterica Paratyphi C RKS4594 

GCF_000240905.2_ASM24090v3 enterica Pomona ATCC 10729 

GCF_000493295.2_ASM49329v2 enterica Poona ATCC BAA-1673 

GCF_003606225.1_ASM360622v1 enterica Pullorum QJ-2D-Sal 

GCF_002208315.1_ASM220831v1 enterica Quebec S-1267 

GCF_011057955.1_ASM1105795v1 enterica Rissen GJ0703-2 

GCF_005890095.1_ASM589009v1 enterica Rough O:-:- PNCS009880 

GCF_000486585.2_ASM48658v2 enterica Rubislaw ATCC 10717 

GCF_005930995.1_ASM593099v1 enterica Saintpaul 5 

GCF_900635545.1_30316_G02 enterica Sanjuan NCTC7406 

GCF_000020745.1_ASM2074v1 enterica Schwarzengrund CVM19633 

GCF_001969425.1_ASM196942v1 enterica Senftenberg 775W 

GCF_003571625.1_ASM357162v1 enterica Senftenberg AR_0127 

GCF_003073555.1_ASM307355v1 enterica Senftenberg CFSAN045763 

GCF_004798785.1_ASM479878v1 enterica Senftenberg CFSAN004025 

GCF_000486445.2_ASM48644v2 enterica Sloterdijk ATCC 15791 

GCF_008727615.1_ASM872761v1 enterica Stanley AR-0403 

GCF_003994815.1_ASM399481v1 enterica Stanleyville RSE01 

GCF_900477905.1_46983_G02 enterica Sundsvall NCTC9787 
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GCF_003031875.1_ASM303187v1 enterica Tennessee ATCC 10722 

GCF_003902395.1_ASM390239v2 enterica Thompson 7 

GCF_001079465.2_STyphi_1553_1 enterica Typhi 1553 

GCF_900205275.1_403Ty enterica Typhi 403Ty-sc-1979084 

GCF_000195995.1_ASM19599v1 enterica Typhi CT18 

GCF_000007545.1_ASM754v1 enterica Typhi Ty2 

GCF_901457615.1_ERS3381924 enterica Typhi Ty2 

GCF_901457625.1_ERS3381927 enterica Typhi Ty2 

GCF_000385905.1_ASM38590v1 enterica Typhi Ty21a 

GCF_000252875.1_ASM25287v1 enterica Typhimurium 798 

GCF_000493675.1_DT104 enterica Typhimurium DT104 

GCF_000493535.2_DT2 enterica Typhimurium DT2 

GCF_000828595.1_ASM82859v1 enterica Typhimurium L-3553 

GCF_000006945.2_ASM694v2 enterica Typhimurium LT2 

GCF_001558355.2_ASM155835v2 enterica Typhimurium LT2 

GCF_001617585.1_ASM161758v1 enterica Typhimurium RM9437 

GCF_000210855.2_ASM21085v2 enterica Typhimurium SL1344 

GCF_000380325.1_ASM38032v1 enterica Typhimurium U288 

GCF_000213635.1_ASM21363v1 enterica Typhimurium UK-1 

GCF_003986675.1_ASM398667v1 enterica Typhimurium 5- CFSAN067216 

GCF_009664555.1_ASM966455v1 enterica Virchow AUSMDU00010533 

GCF_001975625.1_ASM197562v1 enterica Wandsworth SA20092095 

GCF_003994735.1_ASM399473v1 enterica Waycross RSE24 

GCF_002211845.1_ASM221184v1 enterica Waycross SA20041608 

GCF_005457265.1_ASM545726v2 enterica Weltevreden 3 

GCF_004923395.1_ASM492339v1 enterica Worthington 7101.67 

GCF_001975645.1_ASM197564v1 enterica Yovokome S-1850 

GCF_900478215.1_47328_E01 houtenae Houten NCTC10401 

GCF_900635725.1_32752_C01 houtenae - NCTC7318 

GCF_003994675.1_ASM399467v1 salamae 42:r:- RSE42 

GCF_002211865.1_ASM221186v1 salamae 55:k:z39 1315K 

GCF_003324815.1_ASM332481v1 salamae 56:b:[1,5] SA20053897 

GCF_003324795.1_ASM332479v1 salamae 56:z10:e,n,x SA20011914 

GCF_002234475.1_ASM223447v1 salamae 57:z29:z42 ST114 

GCF_900478195.1_47297_E02 salamae Greenside NCTC9936 

GCF_900478225.1_47328_C01 salamae - NCTC10310 

GCF_013162165.1_ASM1316216v1 VII 1,40:g,z51:-- 2439-64 

 Table A1: RefSeq accession numbers for the 168 Salmonella genomes included in the subset. 
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